
Evolution of PHA Response in the HRCJ. Posson-Brown, R. H. Donnelly23rd May 20031 IntrodutionSine launh, observations of AR La have been taken regularly with the HRC-Iand HRC-S at multiple loations on eah detetor to monitor the performaneof the instruments. Analyzing these observations by omparing the mediansoure pulse-height amplitudes (PHAs) over the past few years, we �nd thatboth detetors su�er from gain loss, whih is more dramati in the ase of theHRC-I than for the HRC-S. To explore a possible energy dependene in theHRC-I's gain evolution, we examined observations of HZ 43 taken over the pastfew years at the nominal aimpoint. We �nd that the gain loss in the HRC-I isalso witnessed by HZ 43.2 AnalysisFor both detetors, we analyzed the level 1 event lists �ltered on the nominalgood time intervals (GTIs) provided in the standard �lter �les.1 The level 1event lists were seleted to avoid hanges in the data due to revisions of thestandard pipeline proessing over the years.2We extrated PHAs of events within a small irular region around eahsoure. The sizes of the regions were hosen to be small enough to exludeany signi�ant bakground ontribution while enlosing over 95% of the soureounts.3 Details about the sizes of the regions, as well as the position of thesoure on the detetor for eah observation, an be found in Appendix A.For both detetors, we alulated the median soure PHA for eah obser-vation after rejeting events from the highest hannel (255), sine this hannelis often ontaminated by a seond peak. This seond peak, partiularly promi-nent in HRC-I observations, seems to onsist of soure events that are not well-understood, and is urrently under investigation. We deided to treat our data1The HRC-I Ot 99 data required additional time �ltering; see details in Setion 3.1.2See http://x.harvard.edu/pro_stat/rel_notes/ for release notes detailing pipelinehanges.3We also tested larger regions (with radii ranging from 100 - 400 pixels) designed to enlose�100% of the soure ounts for eah position on the detetor, though allowing for a potentiallylarger bakground ontribution. We �nd that the region size a�ets the median PHA for anygiven observation by at most one hannel. 1



as a typial user would and exlude hannel 255 events. Examining how rejet-ing these events a�ets the median reveals that the e�et is negligible, hangingthe median by at most a few hannels. Sine our analysis is omparative - weare interested in the median's evolution rather than the partiular value for agiven observation - the deision to exlude hannel 255 events does not a�etour results in any signi�ant way.For observations at the nominal aimpoint, we also estimated the averagerates of hange with time of the median PHA and the width of the distribution(as measured by the standard deviation of the median) by doing linear least-squares �ts to the data. Finally, we �t Gaussians to the PHA distributions forobservations taken at the aimpoint for both detetors to show qualitatively howthe distributions are evolving. Note that the parameters from the Gaussian �tswere not used in our quantitative analysis.3 Results3.1 HRC-IFive sets of AR La observations taken with the HRC-I were onsidered inthis analysis. The �rst set was taken in Otober 1999 in onjuntion with theinitial voltage adjustment done shortly after launh. Due to the spei�s of theommand sequene for the voltage adjustment, the beginning of eah observationin this set was at the original higher voltage. So, in addition to �ltering theseevent lists on the GTIs, we �ltered them on time intervals, provided by MikeJuda, during whih the voltage was at the urrent setting.A seond set of AR La observations was done in Deember 1999 as follow-up to the ampli�er sale-fator adjustment. The remaining three sets were doneas part of the standard HRC-I annual alibration observations in Deember2000, January 2002, and February 2003. Eah set onsists of an observationat the nominal aimpoint and twenty additional observations at various o�setsaround the detetor (listed in Table 1, Appendix A). The exposure time for eahobservation was approximately one kiloseond.For all 21 monitored positions on the detetor, we �nd that the medianPHA has dropped from Ot 1999 to February 2003. This drop is most dramatiat the aimpoint (not surprising sine this area reeives the most photons) atabout 19%. For the twenty o�set positions monitored, the drop ranges fromroughly 9% to 4%, dereasing with radial distane from the aimpoint. Thisis summarized in Figure 1. The data are ordered along the x-axis by radialdistane from the nominal aimpoint. Within eah set at a given distane, theyare arranged in ounter-lokwise order by their position in the Y-Z plane ofthe detetor, starting at the positive Y-axis.The hanges in the PHA pro�les at the aimpoint are shown qualitatively bythe Gaussian �ts in Figure 2. The Gaussians have been normalized by the totalounts in eah extrating area to failitate easy omparison. Note that not onlyis the median delining with time, but the distributions are beoming narrower.2



Figure 1: HRC-I AR La Observations: Median Soure PHA

Figure 2: HRC-I AR La Observations: Gaussian Fits to PHA Distributions atAimpoint
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Figure 3: HRC-I HZ 43 Observations: Gaussian Fits to PHA Distributions atAimpoint

To explore if the gain loss is energy dependent, we ompared the mediansoure PHAs for six observations of HZ 434 taken at the nominal aimpoint overthe past few years. We detet emission from HZ 43 primarily in the range of0.06 to 0.20 keV, while emission from AR La peaks around 1 keV. The HZ43 analysis was done in an idential manner to the analysis of the AR Laobservations at the aimpoint (i.e. irular extration regions with 60 pixel radiiwere used and events in hannel 255 were rejeted). We �nd that the medianPHA has dropped by approximately 16% and that the PHA distributions arealso beoming narrower. These trends are displayed in Figures 3, whih showsGaussian �ts to the PHA pro�les, normalized by total ounts.Figure 4 shows the median soure PHAs from the HZ 43 observations andthe AR La observations at the aimpoint as a funtion of time. The solid linesare projetions of the earliest value in eah data set, representing trajetorieswithout gain fatigue. Thus, deviations from these horizontal lines indiate gainevolution. The gain loss as witnessed by HZ 43 seems linear with time (dot-dashline), whereas the AR La medians are not well-�t by a line. Two linear least-squares �ts to the AR La data are shown. The dashed line exludes the �rsttwo points, and is parallel to the HZ 43 linear �t, while the dotted line inludesall points and gives a muh steeper rate of deline. We use this steeper slope -the �worst-ase senario� - to approximate when the gain fatigue will have a non-4Obs IDs 1514 (Feb 00), 1000 (Jan 01), 1001 (Jul 01), 2600 (Jan 02), 2602 (Jul 02), and3714 (Jan 03). 4



Figure 4: HRC-I AR La and HZ 43 Observations at Aimpoint

trivial impat on the detetor's quantum e�ieny. (We de�ne a �non-trivialimpat� as 5% of soure events falling below the Lower Level Disriminator.)We estimate that it will be approximately 5 years until this ours.Several options are being onsidered to address the gain loss, one of whihis to adjust the HRC-I's voltage.3.2 HRC-SThe �ve sets of AR La observations used for the HRC-S analysis were donein Deember 2000, May 2001, January 2002, August 2002, and February 2003as part of the standard alibration observations. Eah set onsists of one ob-servation at the nominal aimpoint and twenty observations at various loationsaround the detetor. (For exat positions, see Table 2 in Appendix A). As withthe HRC-I, eah observation was approximately one kiloseond long.Looking at the median PHAs, we �nd a gain droop of about 10% or less,whih is fairly uniform aross the detetor (see Figure 5). Examining the PHApro�les of the observations done at the nominal aimpoint, we �nd a slight trendof downward migration of the median and narrowing of the distribution, thoughit is less pronouned here than in the HRC-I. (See Figure 6, whih shows Gaus-sian �ts to the pro�les, normalized by total ounts). The gain loss at the aim-point seems to be fairly linear with time - Figure 7 shows the medians as afuntion of time with a linear least-squares �t (dotted line) and a horizontalline (solid) for referene. 5



The evolution of the PHA response of the HRC-S at lower energies as wit-nessed by HZ 43 observations is urrently being analyzed by the HRC-S/LETGalibration group. Various options for maintaining the performane of the HRC-S will be onsidered.Figure 5: HRC-S AR La Observations: Median Soure PHA
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Figure 6: HRC-S AR La Observations: Gaussian Fits to PHA Distributions atAimpoint

Figure 7: HRC-S AR La Observations: Median Soure PHAs at Aimpoint
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4 SummaryWe analyze gain evolution in the HRC by omparing the soure PHAs extratedfrom alibration observations of AR La taken over the past several years. Forboth detetors, we �nd that the median soure PHAs at the aimpoint are mi-grating towards lower hannels and that the PHA distributions are beomingmore narrow. These trends are more dramati in the HRC-I than in the HRC-S.Spei�ally, we �nd that sine Otober 1999, the HRC-I has experiened a gainloss of roughly 19% at the aimpoint. (This gain loss is also seen at lower ener-gies: analysis of the median soure PHAs from HZ 43 observations taken overthe past several years reveals a drop of about 16% at the aimpoint.) For theo�set positions monitored on the HRC-I with AR La, the gain loss is smallerthan at the aimpoint, dereasing from roughly 9% to 4% with radial distanefrom the aimpoint. For the HRC-S, we �nd a gain drop of 10% sine Deember2000, whih is fairly uniform for all o�set positions monitored.Options for addressing the gain loss are being disussed. One possibility isthat the voltage on the HRC-I will be adjusted to maintain the instrument'sperformane.
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Appendix ATable 1: Summary of HRC-I AR La ObservationsY o�set Z O�set Radial Dist Extration Radius Ot 99 De 99 De 00 Jan 02 Feb 03armin armin armin pixels ObsID ObsID ObsID ObsID ObsID0 0 0 60 1321 1484 0996 2608 42942 0 2 60 1324 1485 2345 2617 43030 2 2 60 1342 1491 2351 2611 4297-2 0 2 60 1336 1489 2349 2610 42960 -2 2 60 1330 1487 2347 2618 43042 2 2.83 60 1345 1492 2352 2604 4290-2 2 2.83 60 1339 1490 2350 2619 4305-2 -2 2.83 60 1333 1488 2348 2624 43102 -2 2.83 60 1327 1486 2346 2609 42954 0 4 60 1348 1493 2353 2620 43060 4 4 60 1366 1499 2359 2606 4293-4 0 4 60 1360 1497 2357 2621 43070 -4 4 60 1354 1495 2355 2612 43006 0 6 60 1351 1494 2354 2605 42910 6 6 60 1369 1500 2360 2607 4292-6 0 6 60 1363 1498 2358 2613 42990 -6 6 60 1357 1496 2356 2614 429810 10 14.14 200 1372 1501 2361 2615 4301-10 10 14.14 200 1381 1504 2364 2616 4302-10 -10 14.14 200 1378 1503 2363 2623 430910 -10 14.14 200 1375 1502 2362 2622 4308
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Table 2: Summary of HRC-S AR La ObservationsY o�set Z o�set Radial Dist Extration Radius De 00 May 01 Jan 02 Aug 02 Feb 03armin armin armin pixels ObsID ObsID ObsID ObsID ObsID0 0 0 60 0998 0997 2629 2650 43362 0 2 60 2366 2432 2638 2659 43450 2 2 60 2372 2438 2632 2653 4339-2 0 2 60 2370 2436 2631 2652 43380 -2 2 60 2368 2434 2639 2660 43462 2 2.83 60 2373 2439 2625 2646 4332-2 2 2.83 60 2371 2437 2640 2661 4347-2 -2 2.83 60 2369 2435 2645 2666 43522 -2 2.83 60 2367 2433 2630 2651 43374 0 4 60 2374 2440 2641 2662 4348-4 0 4 60 2378 2444 2642 2663 43494 2 4.47 60 2381 2447 2627 2648 4334-4 2 4.47 60 2380 2446 2635 2656 4342-4 -2 4.47 60 2377 2443 2633 2654 43404 -2 4.47 60 2376 2442 2628 2649 43356 0 6 60 2375 2441 2626 2647 4333-6 0 6 60 2379 2445 2634 2655 434110 2 10.20 200 2382 2448 2636 2657 4343-10 2 10.20 200 2385 2451 2637 2658 4351-10 -2 10.20 200 2384 2450 2644 2665 434410 -2 10.20 200 2383 2449 2643 2664 4350
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